TORO is a technology business company leader in the NFC Mobile Ecosystem. We are
pioneers in enabling commerce with mobile phones and a global reference in the Near
Field Communication. TORO provides the Mobile Wallet Infrastructure and its associated
systems, services and rules to make electronic transactions with the mobile phone happen
between millions of consumers, retailers, businesses and governments.
TORO's Team is formed by top level research engineers and specialists in the area. You will
work with the top minds in technology to help create the greatest things for the future of
the mobile commerce. Our crew is made of multiple nationalities, where each team
member brings a special part to make a great multicultural environment. We provide
continuous workshops, researches and full contact with the main engineering actors of the
present and the future of the NFC.
We have 1 position for Test Automation Specialist to join our office in Barcelona.
What you need for this position?
- Excellent team skills
- 3+ years of experience in the fields of QA or QC
- Experience in testing mobile applications, especially Android.
- Knowledge of automation testing tools for mobile apps (Appium, Monkeyrunner)
- Python programming skills
- Good level of English (spoken and written)
- Well organized, attention to details and able to enforce processes
- Experience in writing test plans
Experience with the following would be a great plus:
- EMV payments
- Experience with Cucumber or BDD frameworks
- Experience in API testing
- Jira, Confluence, Jenkins, SonarQube
- Jmeter
- Spanish
What you'll be doing?
- Work in a cross-functional scrum team involved in the whole development process.
- Ensure a high quality level of Toro's products.
- Development of automated testing
- Perform software testing, defects tracking and quality control. Testing coverage include
technical and functional testing of mobile applications (Wallet) and server applications
(Wallet Manager and Business Intelligence system). Validate fixes and absence of
regressions before deployments to production. Provide support to reproduce bugs
If you are a good fit for this position and are interested in working in an international and
dynamic environment, please send your English resume to contact@toro-eu.com

